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IJITM is a refereed and highly professional journal covering
information technology, its evolution and future prospects. It
addresses technological, managerial, political, economic and
organisational aspects of the application of IT.
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The IJITM publishes: original papers; review papers;
technical reports; case studies; conference reports; book
reviews and notes; and commentaries and news.
Contribution may be by submission or invitation, and
suggestions for special issues and publications are
welcome. Commentaries on papers and reports published
in IJITM are encouraged. Authors will have the opportunity
to respond to the commentary on their work before the
entire treatment is published.
Topics covered include:
• Managing the rapid changes in information
technology
• Emerging advances in IT and new
applications
• Implications of digital convergence and
growth of IT
• Managing national information infrastructure
• Managing networks, including corporate
networks
• Intelligent organisations, IT and new forms
of organisations
• IT and network organisations, electronic
governance, jurisdiction in cyberspace
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• Organisational barriers to implementing IT,
diffusion and future of IT
• Enterprise resource models, knowledge
management/repositories
• Customer relationship management and IT
• Knowledge economy, IT clusters, intellectual
property rights in IT
• Intelligent agents, distributed software
development, advances in encryption
• Knowing machines
• IT and gene mapping revolution,
bioinformatics, social informatics
• Management/geographic information,
geographic information systems
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